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warped is a collection of bucketheads favorite songs. from the somber mantra to the upbeat minerva, the album is a great way to see how buckethead has evolved over the years. mantra is a perfect example of bucketheads dark, desolate, acoustic guitar. the first half of the track is driven by the bass, and
the second half is a more chaotic affair as buckethead continues to explore how his instruments interact. the acoustic track minerva is the centerpiece of this pike, and despite being short, is a great way to introduce the listener to bucketheads growing mastery of his guitar. at times, the ethereal nature of
the song disappears as buckethead plays with the verses, and the song feels like a simple, fast paced blues played over a looped bass groove. electric tears is the most avant-garde piece on this list. this is essentially bucketheads acoustic/electric album. the album sounds like something buckethead would
be playing in the studio, and as a result it is an excellent introduction to his newest project. electric tears also is a great showcase for bucketheads guitar technique. the album begins with a heavy solo by buckethead, and then jumps into a series of arpeggios. the bass is the driving force in this pike, and the
album is marked by the perfect blend of bucketheads guitar and bass work. the album is easily his most accessible work, yet there are still some moments of complexity as buckethead plays everything himself. the album closes with a two part instrumental, with the first part of the piece focusing on the
guitar and the second part focusing on the bass. if you like the idea of a heavier and more adventurous buckethead, this album is perfect for you.
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it has been a very long time since the first time buckethead's name was ever heard. he and a group of musicians then was referred to as "buckethead's piles of pants." buckethead has been a popular act in the los angeles area for about 8 years now and he has been getting more and more recognition. he is
the first guitar player to play with dr.john and he is a member of guns n' roses. his releases are out of this world and you will be in awe of what he can do with his guitar. the only thing that is black about buckethead is his name. this man has a style all his own, and many people believe that he is the most

talented guitarist in the world. he is the most popular guitarist in the rock world, and his guitar solos are worth watching in awe. this cd is a collection of his performances from the last two years. this cd is also available on vinyl in a digipack that contains a poster and a lyric sheet. one of the best guitarists in
the world, buckethead has his own style that no one else can imitate. this cd is a collection of some of his live performances, mostly from around los angeles. there are some very experimental pieces here, and some tight slow pieces. also included are some blues numbers, and a few folk songs. not bad for a
guy who is only 25 years old! magic. it. i. a. buckethead re-mixes your favorite tracks, including "magic," "magic's mouth" and "the cat's song." these tracks will have you in awe of bucketheads guitar mastery. from "bird man" to "bird man" to "bird man", "i'll bird man" to "bird man," it's all magic, all for you,

for free. you own this discography and you can download the free track, "live hexagonal poultry." 5ec8ef588b
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